Cutting-edge
healthcare
technology

“Alert Tech’s focus is the design
and installation of simple and fully
compatible tools that make facility
management a breeze.”

Who we are
Alert Tech is a leading provider of installation and maintenance
services for Nurse Call, Access Control and CCTV. We are one of the
largest companies of our kind in Australia with offices in Melbourne,
Adelaide and Sydney and a service base covering most of Australia.

Why we’re better
We don’t sell our own proprietary product. We offer systems from a
wide array of the best manufacturers, and then tailor a solution to
meet your needs. This arrangement drives us to deliver the highest
standard of service, as our customers are always free to choose
another service provider should we fail to meet their expectations.

Australian and proud
Alert Tech is solely Australian-owned and supports the use of
Australian products.

The Alert Tech approach
At Alert Tech our customers are integral to everything we do. Our
technicians will always look for the best possible outcome for you,
financially and practically. We put ourselves in your shoes and ask
“what would we want?”
This approach enables us to deliver quality workmanship and the
perfect system for you, first time, every time.
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Integration - a messaging platform
Critical messaging within a senior living or aged care
facility is a key component to delivering the best
possible care.
There is little margin for error - responsible aged care
facilities use technology to react quickly and effectively
to patient needs.
This is made possible by delivering critical alerts and
information to staff on a wide range of wireless devices
such as DECT, pagers and advanced smartphones.
Throughout a facility, our integration systems allow all
of these different messaging and reporting systems to
communicate - delivering messages to the right people,
at the right time, on their preferred communication
device.
When a duress button is pressed, when a patient
monitor triggers an alarm, or when a security door is
opened, Alert Tech helps senior living and aged care
facilities to take better care of their residents and
improve the efficiency of their staff.

Nurse call
We have access to a wide range of equipment from all of
the major brands. No project is too big or too small.
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Hardwired Nurse Call
Wireless Nurse Call
Wander Alert
Paging

++ DECT
++ Duress Alerts
++ Dementia Alerts

Access control
We offer the latest innovations including keypad access,
wandering resident systems and everything in between.
Let us design the perfect Access Control system for you.
++ Keypad Access
++ Proximity Card Access
++ Timed Access

++ Wandering Resident
Systems

CCTV
We supply, install and maintain CCTV systems from a
single camera and monitor to highly complex, multifaceted networks.
++ Exterior Cameras
++ Interior Cameras
++ IP Cameras

++ Monitors
++ Networkable & NonNetworkable DVR’s

24hr Service
When you partner with Alert Tech you get the confidence
of a dedicated service team with stocked service vehicles
ready to support you.
Our experienced technicians will assess your situation
and recommend the most appropriate course of action.
If we can talk you through a simple fix and help you avoid
a call out, then that’s what we’ll do. If we need to visit
onsite, then we’ll be there in a flash.

Installation
When it comes to experience Alert Tech is secondto-none. Whether it’s a new installation or the
decommission and upgrade of an existing facility, our
install team can handle it with ease.
Our skilled and experienced project management team
will ensure your expectations are met while following all
relevant codes and standards to the letter.

Contact us
Call us today on 1300 885 147 for a quote or advice.

Head Office
Phone: 1300 885 147
Fax: 1300 252 455
Email: reception@alerttech.com.au
Head Office: 11/31 Keysborough Cl,
Keysborough Vic 3173
Victorian Branch
Regions: Victoria & Tasmania
Phone: 1300 885 147
Email: reception@alerttech.com.au
Office: 11/31 Keysborough Cl,
Keysborough Vic 3173
New South Wales Branch
Regions: New South Wales,
Canberra & Queensland
Phone: 1300 885 147
Email: nsw@alerttech.com.au
Office: Unit 20A 33-37 College St,
Gladesville NSW 2111
South Australian Branch
Regions: South Australia
& Northern Territory
Phone: 1300 885 147
Email: sa@alerttech.com.au
Office: 18 Hampton Rd,
Keswick 5035

